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The primary idea came up 13 years ago in attempt to explain large “flow” 
parameter V2 for high pt particles at RHIC.
1. Observer can see only part of interaction zone, in-plane or out-of-plane.
2. Attempts to estimate the thickness of surface zone which will explain  V2

data by dx   or xdx failed. 

3. Surprisingly, simple geometry cut, L=2.3 fm, can explain V2 and Raa
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4. It is very attractive to attribute this value to formation time, T, of color 

matter in corona peripheral region. After this time – black body. 
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PHENIX 

analysis on Raa 

vs reaction 

plane also gets 

similar 2 fm:

At very early time left side of the collision 

zone does not “know” about right side. 

Even more, interaction points do not 

“see” each for quite some time
Percolation and formation or latent time

Time after collision

Y

X Interaction points at some moments start to “see” each other –

and then – color medium forms !

Formation time is proportional to the mean 

distance between interaction points or 

~1/(x,y). Thus, projecting to the center of 

collision zone we get 0.7-0.8 fm/c 

X-Y plane of 

interaction zone

How to estimate T for different energies?

• Please remember that QCD color should be 

released in NN collision

• Thus, only part of total inelastic cross section (CS) 

should be considered, namely, hard scattering

• Please also remember - inelastic CS includes single 

and diffractive, plus soft NN scattering with just 

meson exchange

• Relativistic rise of CS is defined by parton hard 

scattering with color exchange 

• At 200 GeV from 42 mb inelastic CS only 12 mb

corresponds to hard scattering

• At LHC energies hard scattering CS is about 50 mb

(subtracting diffractive and soft). It gives about 

factor 4 higher color density. Thus, following T 

~1/(x,y) we get T=2.3/ 4~ 1.2 fm/c

In 2007 there were our predictions for LHC  

(“Last call for predictions”, arxiv:0711.0974 [hep-

ph], p119)

Where with T=1.2 fm/c we get minimal and constant 

Raa=0.1 and significant V2, up to 6% at LHC

There assumptions were that:

• All high pt hadrons are produced in 

corona region only

• Central core is opaque, after time T

all jets are stopped 

• All considerations should be true for 

‘c’ and probably ‘b’ quarks, including 

its V2

New LHC data show that Raa is not flat and rising with pt. 
• So, there are two sources: from corona (see predictions) and from the 

bulk

• Let’s calculate how much fast parton should loose  to describe data and 

considering that at LHC hadron production follows power law ~p-6 .

• We found that corona and constant shift by Dp = 7 GeV describes data!
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Predictions for V2 are valid 

at pt 10-15 GeV/c!

Because of delusion from the 

bulk V2 at higher pt should 

go down with pt, what is seen 

in experiment

How about Dp = 7 GeV and RHIC data?

At RHIC  hadron production follows steep power law 

~ p-8 . 

Drop by Dp = 7 GeV here is too strong, this is why 

punch through hadrons start to be seen only at high pt

Could value of 7 GeV be attributed to parton binding energy 

in QGP in analog to nucleon binding in nucleus?

We argue that the observed large azimuthal parameter 

V2 and Raa for high pt particles naturally lead to a 

finite formation time of the produced matter which 

extends corona region of interaction zone. At RHIC 

in peripheral corona it reaches 2 fm/c and ~0.7 fm/c 

in the central region. Following percolation scenario 

at LHC this time should be ~1.2 fm/c. At LHC in 

addition to the yield from corona region we see punch 

through high pt particles from the core with fixed 

energy loss of about 7 GeV.

Collision points -> radiolocation


